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Whatever you submit to us, remains safe in your password-protected customer area. Every time you order a
paper, we assign a custom essay writer who is knowledgeable in a particular field, a person who will
remarkably handle your task. Once we checked the quality and prices, we found out whether the company is
worth your time or not. No hit and miss. You will be astonished to find out that academic writing does not
require any efforts from you. Make an order in a few seconds and get hours of free time! Essay Content Is
More Important Than the Number of Paragraphs Ultimately, your essay will be evaluated on the information
you present, not on the number of paragraphs in the essay. Just give us a shout, and a customer support
representative will be right with you. Our policy allows you to chat with your expert anonymously. After
seeing the quote, we were disappointed by the high pricing. Conscientious Customer Care available
round-the-clock â€” this is what excellent service begins with. A word essay is 6 paragraphs. Representatives
of Customer Care Department are there to guide and to help. A word essay is 4 to 5 paragraphs. A 2, word
essay is 16 to 17 paragraphs. Our Editors James D. Want to improve your GPA and have a lot of free time? To
make a strong argument, you need to look at both supporting and contradictory information. The quality of
writing is something that we pay special attention to. I have seen essay instructions say how many marks are
allocated for each section, and my trick is to take the total word count and allocate a percentage of words to
each section based on the percentage of marks you can get for it. Of course, the number of paragraphs for your
essay will depend on many different factors. Almost all colleges and universities use one of these tools. Zero
plagiarism Turnitin and SafeAssign are the two staples of combating plagiarism.


